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Abstract 

We study tournaments with many ex-ante asymmetric (heteroge
neous) contestants as an independent-private-values all-pay auction. 
The asymmetry is either with respect to the distribution of valuations 
for the prize or the risk preferences. By characterizing equilibria in 
tnonotone strategies we show that tournaments \:vith man~y heteroge
nous contestants are qualitatively distinct. First, with two (or many 
ex-ante identical) participants, a contestant always exerts some effort 
with positive probability. In contrast, with many asymmetric partic
ipants, one 1night not exert any effort at all, even if there is a posi
tive probability that he has the highest valuation among ali. Second, 
in tournan1ents with t'wo (o r n1any ex-ante h01nogenous) contestants, 
equilibrium effort densities are decreasing. This prediction is at odds 
with experimental evidence that shows the empírica! density might be 
increasing at high effort levels. V\.lith rnany heterogeneous contestants, 
however. the increasing bid density is consistent with an equilibrium 
behavior. 
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1 Introduction 

It is hard to imagine an area of human activity that does not involve 
contests. Students striving to be the best in their class, employees awaiting 
promotion, sportsmen fighting for a gold medal, R&D firms racing to capture 
monopoly profits, researchers competing for grants - all can be viewed as 
players in games with a single winner. Typically, the rest of the participants 
are losers, who have to absorb the cost of the invested effort. To formulate 
predictions of individual behavior in such environments, we analyze equilibria 
of all-pay auctions with more than two heterogeneous agents. 

Indeed, rarely do the contestants look alike: their background, previous 
experience, gender, age and other observable characteristics vary, and so, 
each might be perceived as being different from his opponents. In particular, 
the contestants might be viewed as having distinct risk attitudes or different 
valuations for the prize. However, a precise value attached to the prize by 
a rival is usually hard to induce from the observables, so that some residual 
uncertainty still remains. In-line with most of the literature on the subject, 
we assume that contestants view the values of others as random variables, 
every two contestants agree on the distributions of values for the rest of the 
players, and this is common knowledge. 

Ex-ante heterogeneity, being a good positive assumption, has strong im
plications on equilibrium behavior. vVe show that if there are more than two 
contestants, some potential participants might decide to exert zero effort, no 
matter what their valuation for the prize is, even though there is a positive 
chance that they value ( desire) the prize the most o f all those who take part 
in the contest, that is, the model might generate a complete drop-out be
havior. However, this is inconsistent with an equilibrium1 in a contest with 
ex-ante symmetric contestants,2 or if there are only two participantsa vVe 
also show that in those cases effort density should be decreasing in equilib
rium, this conclusion being no longer true in contests with more than two 
heterogeneous participants: different distributions of abilities or different risk 
attitudes might cause some to choose highest effort more frequently than the 
intermediate leveis of effort, generating the so-called workaholic behavior. 
These findings are in accord with the observation that: 

1In all statements 'equilibrium' stands for 'equilibrium in monotone strategies'. 
2 As in Gavious et al. (2002) or Fibich et al. (2006). 
·3 As in Amann and Leininger (1996). 
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" many organizations are characterized by a bifurcation of effort 
among workers. \'ihile one subset appears to not be able to stop 
themselves from working (the fast track) the other seem alienated 
and exerts no effort at a!L " !VIüller and Schotter (2007, p. 2). 

Recent experimental literature paid close attention to individual behav
ior in contests, providing some support for bimodality (bifurcation) of effort 
distributions, thus, replicating 'workaholics' and 'drop outs' in actual organi
zations. In experiments with six subjects, whose valuations ( or marginal cost 
of effort) are uniformly distributed, Müller and Schotter (2007) and 1'\ous
sair and Silver (2006) report that a significant number of subjects display 
bimodal empirical distributions of effort, with a high mode located near the 
lowest effort leve! and, a smaller mode near the highest effort leveL 4 

Most importantly, the experimentalliterature stresses that individual be
havior should not be subsumed under the aggregate behavior. 5 It must be 
time to provide more general theoretical foundations for the experimental 
work by accounting for bidder heterogeneity. 

So, we present the model next, characterize an equilibrium in section 2.1, 
and formulate our main results in section 3. Proofs omitted in the text are 
collected in the appendix, additional related literature is cited in the text. 

2 The Model 

There are N 2: 2 individuais competing for a prize. The prize is allocated 
to the contestant who demonstrates the top performance or achieves the best 
result. \Ve assume that one's performance fully reflects own effort. Simply 
put, effort is observable. The contestants have different values associated 
with receiving the prize, or the desire to win. The payoff to the winner, 

4 Interestingly, Kirchkamp (2006) who performs all-pay action experiments with two 
participants, suggests there is an indication that in that case ;'there are not so many 
workaholics after a!L" See Kirchkamp (2006, PP- 19-25 ) for a discussion of problems 
involved in identifying bifurcation of observed effort leveis. 

5 To wit: "these aggregate results mask the bifurcation phenomenon/' J\1üller and Schot
ter (2007, p. 9); and "this pattern is particularly evident in session four. Closer inspection 
... reveals a tendency on the part of bidders 3 and 6 to pursue a different type o f strategy 
from the other four bidders. Their bids are roughly a linear function of their valuations, 
-,vlüle the other four bidders use the more tjrpical strategy of zero or near-zero bidding for 
valuations belmv a threshold and higher than equilibrium bidding for valuations above the 
threshold,'- 1\oussair and Silver (2006, p. 200). 
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k, who exerts costly effort b :::0: O, is uk ( vk + w- b ), while the losers get 
uj(w-b), j =f k, where w >Ois the initial wealth of a contestant, substantial 
enough, so that she is never resource-constrained, w > max; v;, with Vi being 
i's highest possible valuation of the prize. 'vVe assume the contestants are 
weakly risk a verse with ui : lR ......, R+, twice differentiable, strictly inereasing 
and concave. 

vVhen deciding on one's effort, contestant i knows his desire to win, Vi· 

In the eyes of all, values of the rivals are distributed independently, but not 
necessarily identically, v; ~ Fi on [Q, vi], where Q :::0: O, with corresponding 
density k which is continuous and is bounded away from zero for all v E 
[Q, vi]. To choose an optimallevel of effort, or, simply, a bid, b, contestant i 
maximizes the payoff resulting from placing that bid, 

II;(blvi) = wi (b; b_i) Uj (vi+ w- b) + (1 -\11; (b; b_i))u; (w- b) (1) 

where Wi(·) is i's probability of winning given the effort levels of the rivals. 
A strategy for individual i is a Lebesgue-measurable function that maps 

valuations in to effort levels, bi : [Q, v;] ---+ lR+. We restrict attention to equilib
ria in which contestants with higher valuations for the prize expend ( weakly) 
higher effort, or, simply, bid higher. Existence of a Bayes-!\ash equilibrium 
in non-decreasing strategies follows from Athey (2001, theorem 7, p. 881). 
lvloreover. for bids above zero, equilibrium strategies are strictly increasing, 
as follows from lemma 1 in the appendix. This observation enables us to for
mulate (generalized) inverse bid functions for each contestant: q~i(b): b ~--+v, 

qJ;(b) - max (Q, sup {v : bi( v) ::; b}), i = 1, ... , N 

This function agrees with the inverse bid bj1 whenever the latter is well
defined: it is constant at any point of discontinuity (jump) of the bid function, 
and it returns Q for any bid b strictly below the lowest equilibrium bid; it is 
continuous;6 and it is differentiable almost everywhere since it is a bounded, 
non-decreasing function. Finally, let Gi(b) = Prob [bi(Vi)::; b] = Fi(<Pi(b)) be 
the probability that contestant i bids at or below b. Then the probability 
of winning by contestant i who bids b can be expressed as the product of 
cumulative distributions of equilibrium bids, Wi (b) = flJT'i Gj(b). 

6Lemma 2 in the appendix, section A.2. 
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2.1 Equilibrium 

Fix the bidding behavior of all the contestants, but i. For contestant i 
with valuation v;, an interior best response, b > O, must satisfy the first arder 
condition7 

MB;(b) 

ME; (b) 
1\!IC; (b) 

I\!IC;(b), 

- [v;(v; + w- b)- v;(w- b)] w; (b) 

- v;(w- b) (1- Wi (b)) + v;(v; + w- b)W; (b) 

(2) 

where the marginal probability ofwinning is Wf (b) = L;Hi Ih,;i.j Gk(b)gj(b). 
If the marginal benefit, M B;, is below marginal cost, l'v!Ci for any choice of 
b E (O. v;], then if at least one of the rivais is bidding above zero for any 
v> :Q. 8 contestant i with valuation vi should drop out, b; (v;)= O. 

Lemma 4 in appendix A.4 provides a convenient formulation of the nec
essary first-order conditions in terms of the rate of growth of bid distribution 
G; of an active contestant. 

The necessary conditions also implicitly describe. although not exhaus
tively, the set of active participants for each effort b > O, that is, the set of 
contestants who choose this effort for some realizations of their valuations, 

J (b) = {i E {L, N} i:Jv E [:!2, vi] : b; (v) = b} 

In contrast to a model with ex-ante identical or two arbitrary partic.ipants, 
who have to bid in the same interval, this set does not necessarily include all 
contestants for the bids chosen in an equilibrium. Indeed, as we demonstrate 
in the next section, it can happen that some participants exert no effort (bid 
zero) irrespective of their valuation for the prize in an equilibrium; it is also 
possible that some will never bid as high as their rivais. '0/e also provide a 
numerical example (fig. 5) of discontinuous bidding, illustrating bifurcation 
of effort mentioned in the introduction, with only zero and high bids placed 
with positive probability by one of the contestants. 

7 Since contestants are \veakly risk-averse: J.'\1Bi (b)- J.''viCi (b) is strictly increasing in vi 
for b >O. In other words, II.i(blvi) satisfies the strict single-crossing property. 

8If this last condition is violated, i. e., all the rivais' strategies have an ;atam' at zero, 
then bidding zero is never optimal. But if MB;(b) < Iv!C;(b) for any b > O, then no 
positive bid is optimal and therefore. the best response function is not well-defined. 
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3 Qualitative Predictions 

3.1 Lack of Competitiveness and Drop Outs 

A contestant decides whether to enter a race. He looks at his rivais and 
realizes that he will face a fierce competition. Should he bother to fight 
for the prize? And if he does enter, how hard should he try? \Vere the 
valuations commonly observed, 9 - apart from knife-edge cases - the two 
individuais with the highest values for the prize would enter the competition, 
while the rest would drop out. \Vhile this is 'good news' in such a contest 
as an additional participation is a waste of effort. the drop-out in our model 
is less attractive. The ( ex-post) most-willing-to-contribute contestant might 
stay out, in which case the prize is mis-allocated. 

Proposition 1. Assume preferences of contestant i E {1, ... , N} are rep
resented by the constant absolute risk aversion (CARA) utility function, 
u·(x) = exp(-pixl. and 

~ -p; ' 

1. bj ([Q, vj]) = [0, b] for ali j =f. 1; 

2 '\' Pi < (/li _ ?) 1 
· ~l exp(pjVj) 1 ~ """ exp(p1 v1 ) l! 

Jr 

Then, b1 (v1 ) < b. Ij, in addition, 

3. for some j =f. 1 bj(v) >O, ifv > Q;10 

4- for ali j =f. 1 F (v) < H (v) - .;:..1-_;;;ex""p'-( --"'op"-!.,v) 
J - J - 1-exp(-pjvj) v E [O, Vj]; 

5 '\' p < (/li - ?) I · !::
1 

1 exp( P/Üj) - • ... exp(prvl) 1 
Jr 

Then, b1 (v) =O for ali v E [0, v1]. 

Remark 1. Proposition 1 can be applied to rule out participation of seveml 
contestants in a recursive manner. 

9Hillman and Riley (see 1989); Baye et al. (see 1993) 
10If this assumption is dropped the best response of the first player might not be well

defined. See footnote 8. 
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The first contestant is not going to exert the highest equilibrium effort, if 
the rivals think his highest possible valuation, v1 , is low or if he is sufficiently 
less risk averse than the others (assumption 2). He could have bid at the 
top and get the prize with certainty, by assumption 1, but he does not, since 
assumption 2 implies that his marginal cost of bidding at the top is lower 
than the marginal benefit. 

Indeed, the difference between one's marginal benefit and marginal cost 
of bidding at b (see equation (2)) is decreasing in his valuation. Thus, if the 
upper valuation of 1 is sufficiently low, he should refrain from ever paying 
the highest price offered by his rivals. Another reason for the lack of compet
itiveness, stems from the differences in risk attitudes. The more risk-averse 
are 1 's rivals, the more aggressive is their bidding at the top since they want 
to insure themselves against loosing. If one is substantially less risk-averse, it 
is more profitable for him to shade his bid and bear the risk of loosing rather 
than place the top bid, 11 see figure 1. However, further increasing the gap 

Fig. 1: Lack of competitiveness. Six 
contestants. five of which are iden
tical with PJ = 1 ( their bid density 
is dashed) and one is risk neutral, 
whose bid density is a solid line. All 
have uniform valuations dravirn from 
[0, 1]. 

0.5 

0.4 

0.3 
Density 

0.2 

0.1 

in risk aversion parameters in this example is not going to generate a com
plete drop-out. Indeed, if the support of the distributions is the same, player 
1 could bid at the top and get the prize for sure, thus enjoying a positive 
payoff (as other players do in this case). The fact that he is bidding lower, 
when his valuation is at the top, indicates that his payoff is even higher from 
doing so, implying he has to bid some positive amount in that case. thus 
ruling out zero bid as optimal. Hence. different upper bounds of valuations 
are needed to generate a complete drop-out, so that both conditions 2 and 5 

11The result is robust: by corollary 3 and lemma 4 in the appendix, if a contestant's 
rivals are sufficiently risk averse, she should not bid the same top bid as they do. 
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are satisfied, which, in case of risk neutrality are reduced to a single require
ment, N- 2 > 2:::#1 ~- We use it to construct the next example, in which 

valuations are uniformly distributed in [O, vi], see fig. 2. 

2.5 

2.0 

Density 1.5 

1.0 

0.5 

0.0 
2 3 

Bid 

1.5 

1.25 

1.0 

Payoff 
0.75 

0.5 

0.25 

0.0 
o 2 3 4 5 6 7 

i's top valuation 

Fig. 2: Complete drop-out. Left: bid density of the first player facing the same two rivais 
(V2 = 3, V3 = 6) in three different contests (V1 = 6: upper line, ih = 3: lower line: V1 = 2: 
density is zero.) Right: the equilibrium payoff of players as V1 varies from O to 7. 

Another way to disentangle the role of risk aversion and the range of 
possible values for the prize is to use a different set of sufficient conditions 
for the complete drop-out. 

Claim 1. Condition 5 can be replaced by 2:::#1 p1 :::; (N- 2)PI· 

Having established the 'partia! drop-out', we can assure, using assumption 
4. that reducing the bid will not cut the costs by more than the drop in 
benefits, as valuations of l's competitors are not very likely to be low. This 
is easy to see in case all contestants are risk-neutral, as 1 's marginal benefit 
of bidding is proportional to his marginal winning probability, while the 
marginal cost of bidding is constant. Assumption 4 then guarantees that 
W{(b):::; W{(b). 

Common-knowledge of differences in contestants' highest possible valu
ations is crucial for the complete drop-out result. In particular, if any two 
contestants have identical risk preferences, and if the distributions of their 
valuations have common support, they should bid in the same interval, see 
lemma 5 in appendix B.l. This is true even if the distribution of valuations 
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o fone is first-order stochastically dominated by the other, though this should 
afiect the 'aggressiveness' of bidding, see proposition 6. 

Interestingly, the drop-out results provide a lower bound on the upper 
equilibrium bid. 

Corollary 1. Assume N contestants with CARA utilities; that ass·umptions 
1 and 4 in proposition 1 hold for all contestants while a.ssumption 3 hold.s for 
at least one contestant. Then, 

In particular, if contestants are risk-neutral then b?:: ,!j-I : while for 
Í:í=l l/vi' 

homogeneous, but not necessarily risk-neutral, contestants, b?:: '~;/v. 

3.2 Workaholics 

'\Jow let us assume there are no drop-outs: contestants' values are drawn 
from the same interval and they choose the same top bid. How high should 
be one's valuation to bid near the top? If there are only two contestants or 
if all are ex-ante identical, bidding is 'cautious' in a sense that higher bids 
are chosen less frequently (proposition :3), whereas asymmetry can lead to an 
'aggressive' behavior prescribed by an increasing equilibrium bid density, as 
we show next. 

Proposition 2. As.sume N > 2 contestants with CARA utility functions and 
the .same range o f possible valuation.s [l'- v] bid in the same interval. Then 
contestant 1 is workaholic, g; (b) > O. if either 

1. contestants have distinct distribution.s o f values and contestant 1 's like
lihood o f having the highest valuation, h (v) is below a threshold, which 
i.s weakly increasing in likelihood of the other contestants having the 
highe.st valuation; 

2. or distributions o f valuations are the .same, but contestant 1 's coefficient 
of absolute risk aver.sion is sufficiently high. and his rivals are risk
neutml. 
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Here, as in the previous section, contestants' perceptions about each other 
play a crucial role. In case 1 of this proposition, it is the 'weak' contestant 
- the rivais of whom dismiss almost completely the possibility of her having 
the top value for the prize- it is she who might exhibit workaholic behavior. 

To see why, let individual preferences be identicaL As all the players with 
the top valuation bid the same (top bid) and have the same chance to win 
(regardless of their identity), in this case, marginal probability of winning at 
b must be the same, which implies their bid densities are identical as well, 
9i(b) = g. Moreover, with CARA preferences g is independent of the leve! of 
the top bid. The definition o f the bid density, q,; (b) = 

1
,j"b), implies then that 

the 'weak' contestant should be aggressive when her valuation is near the top: 
her inverse bid func:tion is steeper near the top bid compared to the rivals. 12 

It follows that her bid density must increase near the top bid, which easy to 
see by inspecting characterization of equilibrium bid density in lemma 4 for 
the risk-neutral case: the density increases in own inverse bid and decreases 
in that o f the rivais ( while the other factors grow at comparable r ates near 
the top), see, e.g., fig. 3. 

0.65 

0.6 

Density 
0.55 

0.5 

0.45-b=========:::::::_ __ 
Bid 

Fig. 3: Three risk-neutral contestants. 
Fr(x) = 2x-x2 , F,= F3 = U on [0,1]. 
The density of 1 is increasing at the top. 

0.5 

0.4 

Density 0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

o.o+------------
Bid 

Fig. 4: Five risk-neutral contestants 
( their bid density is dashed) and one 
CARA with Pr = 1, Fi= U on [0, 1]. 

The underlying intuition for the second part of proposition 2 is similar: 
bidding is risky, as losers are not compensated; so a risk-averse contestant 
chooses to bid at the top more frequently. as it 'almost assures' the prize 

12Equivalently, her bid function is flatter near v, that is, b1(v) > bj(v) for j i" 1 in a 
neighborhood of V. 
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(proposition 5). Since distributions of valuations are the same, she must be 
more aggressive near the top. 

Bidder heterogeneity can give rise. to bifurcation of effort in an equilib
rium, as defined in the experimentalliterature mentioned in the introduction: 
some contestants choose zero and high bids more frequently than moderate 
ones. vVe provide a numerical example, figure 5, demonstrating bimodal dis
tribution o f effort with discontinuous equilibrium strategies, which could not 
arise in an equilibrium if there are only two players, or if all the players are 
ex-ante identical. Notice the bifurcation of effort of the risk-averse contes
tants: they bid zero with positive probability, never place low bids, and place 
high bids with an increasing frequency. A caveat: although valuations fol-

CDF 

1. 

/ 
/~ 

0.8 , .. 
1-..<---

I 

/ 0.6 1 

' I 

' I 
0.4 r 

0.2 

o.o-1-----------
Bid 

1.2 I 

' I 
' ' ' 

Density 0·8 \ 
' \ 
' ' ' 

0.4 \. 
' ', 

Bid 

Fig. 5: The bifurcation. Four risk-neutral (dashed line) and two CARA competitors with 
p = 0.3 (solid line). Valuations are uniform on [1/250, 4]. 

low the same distributions as the monetary valuations in the experiments by 
l\oussair and Silver (2006), the absolute risk-aversion parameter is excessive 
compared with the estimates in the literature, see Cohen and Einav (2007, 
table 5). 

It is crucial to have more than two ex-ante different contestants to support 
either workaholic behavior or bifurcation of effort in an equilibrium. 

Proposition 3. The equilibrium bid probability density function o f any con
testant is non-increasing if contestants have CARA utility functions and at 
least one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
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1. there are only two contestants; 

2. both the distribution of valuations and the utility are the same for all 
contestants; 

This is a clear test of behavior in an all-pay auction: CARA contestants 
should choose lower efforts with higher frequency if there are only two of 
them (no matter what is the distribution of their valuations and what is the 
risk aversion parameter) or if they are ex-ante identicaL 

Restriction to CARA preferences can be relaxed, and in the appendix13 

we describe the set of utility functions, for which equilibrium bid density is 
decreasing. In particular. the condition holds true for constant relative risk 
aversion as long as parameters are in a reasonable range. 

To gain an intuition for why the density is decreasing in contests with 
symmetric or only two agents, assume they are risk-neutraJ14 The second 
order condition for an optimal bid is W['(b) vi < O. The density decreasing 
as the marginal winning probability is (N -1) g(b) G(b)N-2 for contests with 
homogeneous agents and vV[(b) = gj(b) for contests with two competitors. 

For general risk-averse preferences, lemma 6 in the appendix provides 
sufficient conditions for the marginal winning probability to be diminish
ing_ The conditions are: linear bidding costs (as we assumed throughout 
this paper) and that contestants are not 'too' risk-averse. If any of these 
assumptions were violated, that is, if bidding costs were convex enough or 
if contestants were 'too' risk-averse then it may be possible to satisfy the 
second-order condition with increasing marginal winning probability. 

3.3 Further Characterization of Individual Behavior 

In this section we provide additional restrictions on behavior that might 
arise in equilibrium in which contestants use continuous strategies, so that 
any bid below the top one can be chosen_ 

Let n be the number of active contestants, that is. those who might place 
a positive bid. 

Proposition 4. Assume that for all i, b;(v) > O for all v> 1!. > O. Then, 
either 

13See lemma. 6. 
14 \Ye would like to thank the anonymous referee who suggested the explanation. 
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1. All but one, n - 1, active contestants choose zero bid with positive 
probability ar 

2. Nane of the active contestants does, so that Gi(O) = O, and all are 
infinitely more likely to choose the lowest bid than any other bid, that 
is, limb'-,O gi(b) = +oo for all i. 

Next result demonstrates that more risk-averse contestants bid at the top 
more often and under CARA preferences the differences in bidding behavior 
are more pronounced when risk aversion parameters of the players are further 
apart. Note that first result is 'in the same spirit as' proposition 2 in Fibich 
et al. (2006), who compare behavior of more and less risk averse players in 
two different symmetric equilibria, though in our case the contestants with 
distinct risk attitudes face each other in the same auction. 

Proposition 5. Assume that bk ( (:!2, vk]) = (0, li] for k = i, J with j f. i. 

1. I f contestant i is strictly more risk averse than contestant j, then in 
a neighborhood of zero and in a neighborhood of the top bid, b, bid 
distributions are ordered, Gi (b) < G1 (b). 

2. With CARA contestants individual rate of growth o.f bid distribution 
9i(b)/Gi(b) grows with Pi and fall.s with Pj in a neighborhood o{b: the 
rever.se is true in a neighborhood o .f zero, provided v> O. 

Finally we show that first-order stochastic dominance of values distribu
tions implies the dominance of equilibrium bid distributions. 

Proposition 6. A.ssume all contestants have identical risk-preferences, two 
o .f them choose continuous bidding functions and their valuations are driven 
.from the distributions with the same support, [:!2, v], satisfying Fj (v) < Fi (v) 
for all v E (:Q. v). Then, Gj(b) < Gi(b) for all b E (:Q, v). 

4 Conclusions 

We have studied individual equilibrium behavior in winner-take-all tour
naments with many heterogeneous participants. Our methodology can also 
be applied to the Vv'ar-of-Attrition contests, or any auction format where 
the highest bid wins, by modifying lemma 4 to reflect the corresponding 
incentives. 
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We derive testable equilibrium restrictions for the case of homogeneous 
contestants and show that heterogeneity of contestants has important equi
librium implications. 

Further characterization of equilibrium in all-pay auctions with asymmet
ric bidders, including tighter conditions for continuity of bidding strategies, 
remains to be done. Main difficulty lies in identifying regions of bids where 
players are active, which is implicit in characterization given in lemma 4 that 
we used to derive the results. 

A Auxiliary Results 

A.l Positive Bids Are Strictly lncreasing 

For any Borel setA c IR, define J.La;(A) = Pr[bi(Vi) E A] and J.Lw;(A) = 
Pr[maXJ,.Ci bJ(Vj) E A] = ITJr'i GJ(A). That is, J.LG; (respectively J.Lw,) is the 
measure associated to the cumulative probability distribution funetion, G, 
(respectively W;). 

Lemma 1. The measure J.LG; has no atoms at b > /2. 

Pro o f. If a positive mass o f types o f contestant i bids b then lime/b liVJ (e) < 
lilij (b) < WJ (b +o) for any o > O as in case of a tie any contestant who exerts 
the highest effort has equal chance of getting the prize. So, the left and the 
right derivatives 'explode', that is, Wj _ (b) = Wj + (b) = +oo. Therefore, 
the type of contestant j who bids b should raise his bid marginally above b: 
the marginal cost, MC(b) = uj(w- b) (1- WJ (b)) + uj(vJ + w- b)WJ (b) 
is discontinuous, but bounded, while the marginal benefit is unbounded, 
1\I!B(b) = [uJ(vJ + w- b)- Uj(w- b)] Wj (b). 0 

Corollary 2. (Inverse) bid functions b; (tjyi) are strictly increasing for v > 
tjJ,(O) (b > 0). 

A.2 Generalized lnverse Bids are Continuous 

Lemma 2. For any contestant i, tPi is continuous. 

Proa f. In the view of lemma 1 it is sufficient to establish tjJ is right continuous 
at /2. If not, then there is a o > O such that tPi (12) < q,, (12) + o < tPi (12 + e) for 
any c > O. In other words, type rPi (12) + o bids strictly above 12 and strictly 
below 12 + c for any e > O, a contradiction. O 
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A.3 The Lowest Bid is Zero 

Lemma 3. Let (b1 , ... , bN) be an equilibrium then b;(y_) =O for all i. 

Proof Assume that for bi (Y.) = (3 > O. Since the equilibrium is monotone. 
the probability contestant j f i wins by bidding at or below ,6 is zero. As 
a result, either bi(v) = O or b1(v) 2. (3. In sum, G1(6) = GJ(O) for j f i 
(Gi(/3) = Pr[bi(V) < /3] since Gi is non-atomic). Now, if G1({3) = GJ(O) >O. 
for ali j f i, then Wi (6 - ê) = Wi ((3) for some c > O. Therefore, bidding 
,6 - E yields a higher payoff than bidding /3. On the other hand, when 
G1(.6) = G1(0) =O, for some j, then Wi(/3) =O and so, bidding zero yields 
a higher payoff than bidding {3. O 

A.4 The System of First Order Conditions 

Recai! the bidding strategies of the contestants are denoted by b, : [Y., vi] --> 

R+. For every bid b 2. O denote the set o f active contestants at b, that is, 
contestants that choose this bid for some of their type realizations: 

By definition, if contestant fs highest equilibrium bid, bi, is strictly below 
b, then G1 (b) = 1. 

Lemma 4. For almost all bid.s. 15 b > O, the system o f first arder conditions 
(2) can be represented as 

gi(b) _ { K(t)-1 ( :z S1 (b)- (K(b)- 2)si (b)), 
Gi(b) - jEJ(b)\{i) 

o, 

i E J (b) 
(3) 

otherwise 

where K(b) = #J (b) is the n·umber of contestants with a type who bids b, 
and the rate o f growth o f winning probability o f active contestant i is Si (b) = 
u~(~i(b)+w-b)+( ~-1)u;(w-b) 

u,(a>,(b)+w b) u,(w b) 

15 More precisely, (3) holds for all b > O where the inverse bid functions are differentiable 
and the set of active contestants, J(b), is constant in some neighborhood of b. 
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Pro o f. Consider contestant i E { 1, ... N} . Fix the strategies o f other contes
tants. Using the definition of winning probability W; (b) = IJ -"i Gj(b), 

. Jr 

The system (4) is linear in the rate of growth of Gj(b), implying 

(E) = 1vr' (w!(b)) 
Gj(b) j Wi(b) i 

- (N- 2) 
1 

1 

1 
- (N- 2) 

1 
1 

1 - (N- 2) 

( 4) 

(5) 

~ote that to be consistent with an equilibrium the solution to the system has 
to be non-negative. thus constraining the range for the rate of the growth of 
winning probabilities, which also are to satisfy the first order conditions (2): 

W[(b) u;(dJ;(b) + w- b) + ( wi\b)- 1) u;(w- b) 

Wi(b) Se Si(b)- u;(</J;(b) + w- b)- u;(w- b) > 0 (6) 

Having fixed the strategies of ali the players but i we have also fixed the 
set J (b) \ {i} for any b. If at some given b > O, the first-order condition (6) 
is satisfied with equality, then let b; (vi) = b. Otherwise, let b; (vi) = O, and 
therefore, 9i(b) = O. Therefore, S;(b) is the rate of growth of the winning 
probability Wi(b) only for an active contestant, i E J (b). 

As we restrict attention to non-decreasing strategies, the highest bid of 
contestant i is the optimal bid for the highest type ofthat contestant. b; (v;) = 
b;. In addition, it does not pay-off for any o f the contestants to bid above the 
highest bid of ali the rivais, no matter how high his valuation is, which implies 
that for any strictly positive bid below or equal the highest equilibrium bid. 
b, K(b)?: 2. It follows that condition (5) implies (3). D 
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A.5 Continuity of Bids and Uniqueness 

Let v= (v1 , ... , VN) E IRN and write, 

u;(v;+w-b)+u;(w-b)( 
1 -1) 

Si(b.v) = ITJ,.,JJ(vJ) 
· ~(~+w-~-~(w-b) 

Proposition 7. Assume that: for all i, fi is continuous and uniformly 
bounded above zero in its support, [Q, v]; then, the system of differential equa
tions 

!!_ •(b) = ~:i::g;; [ ~HA(b, <P(b)) - (N - 2)S;(b. <P(b))] 
iJb 9 ' N- 1 

i= 1, ... ,lY 

(7) 
has a unique solution that .satisfies the terminal condition, <P(b) = (v, ... , v). 

Proa f. There is a neighborhood of (li, <!>(li)) such that the system satisfies 
the Lipschitz condition because, for all i: fi is continuous and bounded away 
from zero and; Si is continuous in (b, dJ) and bounded in a small neighborhood 
of (li, o(li)). Consequently, the solution <j!(b) is locally (restricted to this 
neighbor hood) unique. 

Furthermore, as long as dJi(b) > :!!. for all i, there is a neighborhood of 
(b, q'>(b)) where the Lipschitz condition is satisfied. Therefore, 9(b) can be 
further extended by continuity, in a unique way, from li to !}_ where, !}_ is 

defined as the largest b < li such that there is at least one contestant, say k, 
such that 9k((3) = Q. 

Albeit the uniqueness of the solution of (7) for the terminal condition 
JJ(Ii) = (v .... , v) has been established, the uniqueness of li has not been 
proven yet. We do not know whether li is unique if arbitrary risk-preferences 
are allowed. For CARA preferences, however, the system of differential equa
tions (7) is autonomous, that is, its solution is invariant with respect the 
value of li. Thus in this case we can solve the system (7) setting an arbitrary 
value for the terminal bid, say li = v. The solution determines !}_, as defined 
above, d;k(B) = Jl.. Lemma 3 above establishes that the lowest equilibrium 
bid is zero:-Q = O and that allows us to pin-down the value of the top bid as 
the difference, li= v- (3. O 

It is important to notice that there is no guarantee that the above unique 
solution corresponds to an equilibrium. For example, it is conceivable that 
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r!>' (b) < O for some b and i. One needs to prove that ali contestants are active 
in order to show that the above solution corresponds to an equilibrium, that 
is, J(b) = {L .... N} for any b E (0, b). Indeed, as long as contestants 
have the same risk preferences and vi = v for any contestant i, lemma 5 
implies that b;(v) = b. In addition, provided the strategies are continuous 
and since strategies are strictly increasing there is v such that bi (v) = b. As 
a consequence, any equilibrium in continuous strategies must coincide with 
the unique solution of (7). 

B Main Results 

B.l Participation 

Proof o f proposition 1. Assume to the contrary, that contestant 1 does bid 
the highest bid, ii, that is, his first order conditions hold as equality at that 
point. Since the growth rate of the winning probability of contestant i who 
bids bis Si(b) = i':~l;t~',::)), then by lemma 4, 1's bid density should have 

the same sign as ~j# Sj(b) - (N- 2)51 (b) which, by assumption 2 of the 
proposition, is negative, a contradiction. 

Similarly, if assumptions 4-5 of the proposition hold, the first contestant 
should never bid any other positive bid, if his valuation is at the top, v1 = v1 , 

as for any b >O at which the rivals are active ~JifJ Sj(b)- (N -2)S1 (b) <O. 
Indeed, this difference is proportional to 

Given G1 (b) = 1 (bis chosen by the highest valuation type of contestant 1); 
· · k · k · >O· · · 4· ~ F (v;) < ~ I c vvea ns avers1on. Pi . assumpt1on . .41 p·v- . ...._ 1 p·v· 10r 

' - · );- l-e J J - Jr 1-e J J 

any V{ and, finally, n~,Gk(b) = W,(b) < 1, this expression is majorised 
b '\' Pi (" ?) p1 e-P1"1 h" h · · b · 5 I Y L.Jjo:f-l l-e PjVj - Jv - .... l-e p 1 q ~ w lC 1s negat1ve y assumptlon . n 

the view of footnote 8, assumption 3 assures br (v1) = O. Finally, since the 
equilibrium is monotone, b1 (v) = O for ali v. O 

Proof of claim 1. Expression 8 is negative provided the alternative sufficient 
condition is satisfied along with 4. O 
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Proof of corollary 1. To calculate the highest equilibrium bid, b, let us intro
duce a 'dummy' contestant zero, whose risk aversion parameter and highest 
valuation satisfy ~;:1 p; = (N- 1)p0 and 

..(!..., p; (N- 1)po 
i:í' 1- exp( -p;v;) - 1- exp( -povo)· 

(9) 

Then, the inequalities in assumption 2 of proposition 1 and in claim 1 are 
satisfied as equalities and the rest of the assumptions of proposition 1 hold 
for N + 1 potential participants. Furthermore, the right hand side of (9) 
is decreasing in v0 , therefore if the 'dummy' contestant top valuation were 
lower than v0 , he would drop out by claim L so b is above v0 . In case the 
contestants are risk-neutral, (9) is ~~:1 1/v; = (N- 1)/v0 . O 

Lemma 5. A.s.sume contestants i and j have the identical risk attitudes and 
their valuations have common support, that is, v; = v1 =v. Then b;(v) = b, 
if and only if b1 (v) = b. 

Pro o f. Assume to the contrary, there exists a (3 < b such that b1 (v) = (3 
and b;(v) = b, o r equivalently, G;(iJ) < G 1 ((3) = L By revealed preference 
arguments, 

W1((3) u(v + w- !3) + (1- H'1((3)) u(w- !3) 2: u(v + w- b) 2: 
2: W;((3) u(v + w- !3) + (1- W;(i3)) u(w- !3). (10) 

Ftom W;(b)G;(b) = W1(b)G1(b) and hypothesis G;(i3) < G1((3) = 1, we 
obtain W;(i3) > W1((3), which contradicts (10). O 

B.2 No Bifurcation of Effort 

B.2.1 CARA case 

Proa f of proposition 3. Under CARA S;, as defined in (6), becomes 

P; 
S; (b) = (1- e-p,<~>,(bl) !V;(b) - p; 

so, by lemma 4, if N = 2 

91(b)=1 t .'(b))-p;Gj(b),i=h - exp -p;Ci!; 
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Since both d{) and Gj(-) are increasing in b, it follows that g1 is decreasing 
in b, thus part 1. 

When p; = p for all i E {1, .. , N}, then in a symmetric equilibrium, 
inverse bids are the same, c/Ji = dJ, and so is the effort density, g; = g for all 
i E {1, .. , N}. Then lemma 4 implies 

p pG (b) 
g (b) = [1- exp( -pq>(b))] (N- 1)G'"H (b) N- 1 (13) 

Again, the result follows from monotonicity o f dJ( ·) and G ( ·). o 

B.2.2 Other preferences specifications 

Notation. For any f: R---+ IR,]= SUPv:<;x-w:<;v f(x), j_ = infv:s;x-w:<;v f(x). 
-u'-'(x) 

ri(x) = ~( J. ui x 

Lemma 6. Assume the distributions o f valuations share a common support 
and contestant i is risk-averse. If i is risk-neutral o r v ri < ln(2u;'/u;'), then 
his marginal probability of winning is diminishing, W;'(b) <O. -

Remark 2. If the contestant has CRRA preferences given by u(x) = ~'.:"; 
the sufficient condition for Hl[ to be decreasing is 

V w+V 
J --- + (1 + J) In(--_)< ln(2). 

'lJ)-V w-v 

Proof. For any b > O at which contestant i is active and lemma 4 holds, 
the first order conditions (2), have to be satisfied as equality. Differentiating 
these conditions and noting that at that point the inverse bid function is 
strictly increasing, we get A+ E > W['(b )[ui( c/J;(b) + w- b)- ui(w- b )]. with 

A= 2W[(b)[u;(<Pi(b) + w- b)- u;(w- b)] 
E= -Wi(b) u;'(c/J,(b) + w- b)- (1- Wi(b)) u;'(w- b) 

In case of risk-neutral contestants, E = O and A < O, thus the result. If all 
are strictly risk averse, A < O and E > O. In order to prove that W~' < O, it 
is sufficient to establish that O > A + E. 

B th fi t d d. · T""(b) > u;(<t>,(b)+w-b) O A d y e rs or er eon lt1ons, 'V i _ ui(<Pi(b)+w b) ui(w-b) > - _r-ü1 so, 

?u'(0 (b) + W- b) !q,,(b)+w-b 
A< - •·' u;'(x)dx< 

- ui(c!J,(b) + w- b)- ui(w- b). w-b -

< 2u;(c!Ji(b) + w- b) dJ (b) u''. 
-u;(c/J,(b)+w-b)-u,(w-b)' ' 
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As -u;' 2': E, the inequality A+ E < O follows from 

2u;(<P;(b)+w-b) .· (b). ,
1
-, 

--;--;:-:-'--'-'-'-'--;-;----;-'--;-:-(j); > u. u. 
ui(q\;(b)+w-b)-ui(w-b) -' ' 

Using Pratt (1964)'s representation, u;(x) =f; exp (-f~ r;(z)dz) dy, 

• ( r'"i(b)+w-b (-)d-) u;(<Pi(b)+w-b) exp -Jo ri4 4 

-
ui(<Pi(b) + w- b)- u;(w- b) f:~(:)+w b exp (-f~ r;(z)dz) dy 

1 > . 1 
rd>i(b)+w-b ( r<Pi(b)+w-b ·(')d') d - r~i(b)+w-b exp (dJ·(b)-·) d 

Jw-b exp Jy Ít "' "' y Jw-b ' ~ Ít y 

1 1 
> > . 
- q\;(b) exp (<Pi(b)r;) - q\;(b) exp (v r;) 

Thus, the suffieient condition can be expressed as 

2 ";-" -- ( -,/ ") 
( ) > ui ui ~ v Ti < ln 2uí ui 

exp vr; - -

o 

B.2.3 Bifurcation of Effort 

Proo.f o .f proposition 2. The first o r der conditions in this case (lemma 4) im
ply 

g;(b) = - 1
- ("" S (b)- (N- ?)S (b)) 

G(b) N- 1 ~ 1 - ' 
t j#i 

(14) 

By definition of S;, (11) 

s; (ii) = p; (w: (ii) + Pi dJ; (b) exp (-PirPi (b)) ) . 
1- exp ( -piÓi (b)) 1- exp ( -piÓ; (b)) 

By definition of the winning probability of contestant i, w; (ii) = I.:J#i YJ (b) = 
S; (b) and using identities exp ( -p;'ü) = s,~;i~p, and g;(b) = o;(b)J;(rjJ(b)), 

I (-) Yi (b) ( (-) ) (-) si b = -(1 + .f;Cv)) si b + Pi S; b (15) 
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D'ff t' t' (14) g;(b)G;(b)- g;(/i? Lj~i Sj(b)- (N- 2)S;(Ii) d 
1 eren Ja mg , - an 

G;(b)2 N- 1 
substituting (15), 

The first term is always positive, so to show g; (b) > O using expression (16) 
it is sufficient to have the difference between the second and the third term 
to be positive, which can be assured by choosing sufficiently low value for 
h (v). This condition is equivalent to 

L]#! Sj(b) - 1 

(N- 2)(S1(b) + p1)S1(b) 
(17) 

:'J o te that the right hand si de o f this inequality is bounded: for any i S; (b) 
is bounded, and so is g1 (b), Sj (b) are bounded as long as fJ (v) > O. 

To prove the last part of the proposition, assume valuations of all the 
contestants are the same, risk aversion parameter for contestants 1 is p1 and 
the rest of the contestants j i= 1 are risk-neutral, P] =O, so Sj(b) = 1/'ü. In 

- S (b) - N ? -this case gj(b) = ,L1 and g1 (b) = 1/'ü- N:::iS1(b). Then applying (16) to 
calcula te the deriva tive o f the bid density for contestant 1: 

whereB(b) =;~:::i (1 + vAv)- (NND5(v)SJ(Ii)) andA(b) =~~:::i (:0:::iSJ(b)- @)-
! - - - -

(N l)f(v)v' + S1(b)B(b). As p-+ oo, pS1(b)-+ O; B(b) converges to a positive 

constant. Therefore, g; (b) > O for sufficiently high p, although it converges 
to zero in the limit. D 
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C Additional Results 

Lemma 7. Let the utility of contestant i be represented as in Pratt (1964), 
ui(x) = fox exp (-f~ ri(z)dz) dy. Then, 

ri ::S w; (ii) = - 1 ::S ~- r.i 
e"'''- 1 f"'-l_:w-b (J"'-rw-b -(c)dc) d e'vZ:i- 1 w-b exp y r v - - y 

W'(O) = 
1 

' f! w exp (-f! r,(z)dz) dy 

Corollary 3. As contestant i becomes infinitely risk averse the growth rate of 
his winning probability at the top, S/ii) = w; (ii) converges to zero, provided 
li= bi(vi) 

Proof. 
- - 1 

W!(b) = Si(b) = - . (18) 
f~'_~w-b exp (J;;+w-b ri(z)dz) dy 

The conclusion then follows from, 

coupled with the following qualification. Beca use bis endogenous, the domain 
of integration in the above expression depends on ri(·). The result could fail 
if the measure of the domain converged to zero as r.i -+ +oc. Nevertheless, 
since the measure of the domain is bounded away from zero; the integrand 
diverging to infinity guarantees the integral diverges to infinity. 

Analogously, for the marginal probability of winning at zero, 

w;(o) = .f+w ( 1 y ) . 
;;; exp - fw ri(z)dz dy 

(19) 

provided, <i'i (O) = 3!.· The bounds for w; (O) are obtained in a similar manner. 
o 

Remark 3. W!(O) is increasing in ri(·) while, W!(b), holding b constant, is 
decreasing in ri ( ·). 



Proof o f proposition 4- First, the lowest effort should be zero by the lemma 
3. There should be at least one contestant, k, who does not choose b = O 
with strictly positive probability. If there are only two active contestants, 
the proposition reduces to lemma 5 o f Amann and Leininger ( 1996, p. 6). 
So, assume there are at least 3 active contestants and, for simplicity, that all 
contestants are active. Consider a pair of active contestants i, j distinct from 
k. For these contestants, their respective winning probability approaches 
zero as b--> O in the presence of k. By definition, Wi(b)Gi(b) = H1

1(b)G1(b), 
so 

l
. G1(b) 

1
. 11/i(b) 

1
. W[(b) 

1m--= nn-- = nn--
b',o Gi(b) b',o W1(b) b',o Wj(b) 

(20) 

where the last equality follows from the L'Hôpital's Rule. 
Notice that even when G;(O) > O, the first order condition holds with 

equality for type Qi(O). provided his bidding function is continuous. Thus, 
using the first o r der conditions ( 2) 

lim W[(b) = . u;(w) u1(ç)1 (O)+ w)- u1(w) < oo, 
b',O Wj(b) ui(<Pi(O) + w)- ui(w) uj(w) · 

since !/Ji and 91 are right continuous. !/Ji ;:: ]!., 91 ;:: '!!. and, '!!. > O by assumption. 
As a result, 

l
. G1(b) u;(w) u1(cb1 (O)+ w)- u1(w) 
1m--= <oo 

b',O Gi(b) ui(<Pi(O) + w)- ui(w) uj(w) · 
(21) 

It follows that only two scenarios are possible. First, both bid distributions 
might have an atom at zero, Gi (O) > O, G1 (O) > O or secondly, it might 
happen that i and j start bidding at zero, so that Gi (O) = G1 (O) = O. For 
a given choice o f k and i, since the choice o f j ( distinct from i and k) can 
be made arbitrarily, either n - 1 contestants choose zero bid with positive 
probability or none does. 

In the case where, Gi(O) = O for all i, the first-order conditions imply 
the marginal winning probabilities are be strictly greater than zero, Wf(O) = 
u;(Q+:'(~-~;(w b) >O. The last observation coupled with the fact that, for all 
b >O, Wf(b) =~#i ITk7"i.J Gk(b)g1(b), implies that, at least for some j f i, 
the density g1 must 'explode' at zero. Otherwise, if all densities were finite at 
zero, we would have Wf (O) = O, which is not possible. Furthermore, if at least 
one density 'explodes', all densities must 'explode' as well. Using L'Hôpital's 
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R l . f . 1. g;(b) 1. G;(b) 
u e agam, or any z, 1mb'.O !iJJí) = lmb'.D G;(b) < +oo, 

limb'.D9J(b) = +oc, if and only if limb'.D9i(b) = +oo. 

we conclude that 

D 

Proof o f proposition 5. 1. All the players are bidding the top bid, so, 
evaluating equilibrium bid density at that point. by lemma 4 given 
Wi (b) = 1 for all i, to get the result, g, (b) > 9J (b), it is sufficient to 
show that si (b) < sj (b)' but the latter inequality follows from lemma 
7, as i is more risk averse than j. 
By continuity of bidding functions and given <fli(O) = 1!., we can use 

G (b) IV'(O) 
(20), so limb'.O ~ = WJ(O)" Then the conclusion follows from lemma 

7, implying W[(O) > vVj(O). 

2. With CARA participants bidding at the top, Si(b) - eP,~;_ 1 . which 
decreases in p,. So, the first part of this claim follows from equilibrium 
density representation in lemma 4 and the continuity of bid functions. 
As for the vicinity of zero, it is sufficient, again, to evaluate S, (O) = 

1_:' P;~, which is increasing in Pi, given 1!. > O. 
D 

Proa f o f proposition 6. 1\" otice that Fj first-order stochastically dominates Fi 
implies the weak inequality j, (v) :S fi (v), to simplify this pro o f we assume 
the strict inequality, f, (v) < fJ (v). 

1. Suppose that either: C, and CJ cross at some point in the interior of 
support of equilibrium effort leveis, b* E (0, b), or that they are tangent 
at b'. In this case, it follows that C,(b*) = CJ(b*) together with FJ 
strictly first-order dominates Fi imply that q,,(b*) < <PJ(b*) . .0/Ioreover. 
from C,(b*) = CJ(b*), q,,(b*) < <flJ(b*), we obtain that S,(b*) > SJ(b*). 
Using the characterization of the effort densities, we get g,(b*) < 9J (b*). 
In sum, C, and CJ can not be tangent at any b E (0, b) and moreover, 
if C, and CJ cross then CJ must intersect C, from below. 

2. At the boundaries of the support of the equilibrium effort leveis, the 
distributions of effort may be tangent. In particular since S,(b) = SJ(b), 
they are tangent at b, that is, C,(b) = CJ(b) = 1 and g,(b) = 9J(b), 
where b = b,(v) = bJ(v) as established by lemma 5. These equalities 
and the expression for the derivative of the effort density, (16), yield 
g;(b) 2: gj(b), if and only if, J;(v)::; fi(v). But, FJ first-order dominates 
F, implies j,(v) ::; !;(v). Moreover, by assumption j,(v) < fJ(v) and 
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therefore g;(ii) > gj(b). Therefore, at the top, CJ must intersect C; 
from below. 

The conclusions of 1 and 2 above imply that C; and CJ can never intersect 
in the interior of the support and, C; is always above CJ. D 
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